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Venture Hall Announces Exciting 2017 Class of Accelerator Companies
Portland, Maine - This morning, Venture Hall announced the companies included in the 2017 inaugural class of
it’s summer accelerator program. In March, Venture Hall announced a critical partnership with MaineHealth
and Unum to invite early stage startup companies to Maine for the summer and work with the partners to
accelerate their progress. To be considered, companies had to have a working prototype and make it through
a rigorous application and interview process. The selection of companies was also guided by the scope of
their solution to support healthcare worker well-being, efficacy, engagement, and resilience.
Representatives from MaineHealth and Unum each participated in the selection of the companies to be
extended an invitation. Willingness to work with these companies this summer as mentors and advisors was
part of the calculus of choosing which teams to invite. This program provides incumbent companies the
opportunity to learn and benefit from fresh talent and perspectives. Moreover, partners have a chance to
gain competitive advantages and new insights in the race to adapt for the future.
Seven companies from across the U.S. accepted an invitation to spend the summer in Maine working with
Venture Hall and these partners. With four female founders in our class, the program is inclusive (and
therefore stronger) by design, in a business area dominated by men. Venture Hall is Maine’s first program of
it’s kind with a national draw: Two of the companies come from California, one each from Colorado, Texas
and Missouri, and two companies are from Maine.
“We’re incredibly excited to bring these teams to Maine to be a part of our accelerator program this summer,”
said Jess Knox, President of Venture Hall, “each of these companies provide a real opportunity to explore
different ways of supporting the resilience of frontline caregivers. We’re excited to get them here and start
working with them.”
The program begins on June 12th and ends with a special demo weekend, September 8th. Our demo day will
pull investors from all over which Venture Hall expects to have a halo-effect on local investments. Companies
will work at Cloudport Co-working Multispace where classroom sessions, mentors and speakers will support
their progress. They will also participate in a variety of typical summer-in-Maine like events throughout their
time in Portland. Details on public events will be announced via newsletter and social media accounts.
“We spent a lot of time talking with each of these teams,” said Venture Hall COO, Elizabeth Buckley. “Our
program will provide them with individualized support but they will also learn from each other by just being
a part of the cohort.”
“The opportunity to work with MaineHealth and Unum yielded companies with a very serious pedigree,”
stated Venture Hall CEO Mike Sobol,”having graduates of other internationally known startup accelerators
like TechStars Los Angeles and Boomtown in Colorado really speaks to how the opportunity is viewed by
serious founding teams.”
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Members of the 2017 Accelerator Class include:
Welnys, TX - Wellness provider marketplace and dashboard for employers
Platform is running in several cities w/ paying users: Paypal, Black & Decker
Livzo, California - Wellness support and tracking platform for employers
Platform is in beta-testing w/ nurses and other wellness providers
Ella, California - Pain management app based on mindfulness exercises
Techstars Los Angeles Accelerator ‘16 grad. Initial product testing at Cedars-Sinai
Hospital
Cliexa, Colorado - Chronic condition management apps
Boomtown Accelerator ‘16 grad (Boulder, CO). Developed in partnership with Kaiser
Permanente
Janus Choice, Missouri - Platform for choosing and enrolling in post-acute care
Currently 12 paying hospital clients
SpinDocs, Maine - Artificial Intelligence paperwork filing that integrates with EMR
First pilot currently underway with medical practice in MA
Rockport Medical, Maine - SmartSharps sensor-enabled medical needle systems
Prototype testing phase. Working on FDA approval and business model strategy
###
Unum Group (www.unum.com) is a leading provider of financial protection benefits in the United States and
the United Kingdom. Its primary businesses are Unum US, Colonial Life, Starmount and Unum UK. Unum’s
portfolio includes disability, life, accident, critical illness, dental and vision coverage, which help protect
millions of working people and their families in the event of an illness or injury. The company reported
revenues of $10.7 billion in 2015, and provided $6.8 billion in benefits.
MaineHealth (www.mainehealth.org ) is a not-for-profit family of leading high-quality providers and other
healthcare organizations working together so their communities are the healthiest in America. MaineHealth is
ranked among the nation's top 100 integrated healthcare delivery networks.
Venture Hall (www.venturehall.org ) is a 501(c)(3) educational not-for-profit that supports the development
and success of high-growth and high-aspiration companies. Through a range of programs, trainings and
events, Venture Hall convenes the necessary talent, insights, connections and capital entrepreneurs need to
prepare themselves, their teams and their products to make an impact on their chosen markets.
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